I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost's *The Road Not Taken*, st. 4
PREFACE

Ethics: A Selected Bibliography, now in its sixth revised edition, was compiled to support the study of ethics, one of the U.S. Army War College's enduring themes. This list, like our earlier ethics bibliographies, focuses on military ethics, as well as some other selected contemporary ethical issues. It contains many of the citations from the fifth edition in addition to notable materials that were added to the collection since it was published in 2000.

All items included in this bibliography are available in the U.S. Army War College Library. For your convenience, we have added library call numbers or Internet addresses at the end of each entry. (Call numbers indicate the item's shelf location in our library.)

This bibliography is also available on the Internet through our Library's home page <http://www.carlisle.army.mil/library>.

For additional information, please contact the Research and Information Services Branch, U.S. Army War College Library by sending an e-mail message to libraryr@carlisle.army.mil, or by phoning DSN 242-4280 or Commercial (717) 245-4280.

Virginia C. Shope, compiler
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OVERVIEW

Books, Documents, and Internet Resources


Ethics Update. Available from <http://ethics.acusd.edu/index.html>. Internet. Accessed 9 April 2003. Designed primarily to be used by ethics instructors and their students, it is intended to provide updates on current literature, both popular and professional, which relate to ethics.


**Periodicals That Focus on Ethical Issues**


**Ethics**. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Quarterly. (Periodicals Stacks)


**Ethics & Medicine**. Highland Park, IL: Bioethics Press. Quarterly. (ProQuest)


**Journal of Medical Ethics**. London: Institute of Medical Ethics. Bi-monthly. (ProQuest)


**Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal**. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. Quarterly. (ProQuest)

**Professional Ethics**. Gainesville: University of Florida, Center for Applied Philosophy. Quarterly. (Periodicals Stacks)

**Public Integrity**. Boulder: Westview Press. Quarterly. (Periodicals Stacks)
Videorecordings


MILITARY

Books, Documents, and Internet Resources


Selected papers from the 7th and 8th Joint Services Conferences on Professional Ethics.


Project. Carlisle Barracks: U.S. Army War College, 4 April 1997. 27pp. (AD-A326-487) Also

Wakin, Malham M. Integrity First: Reflections of a Military Philosopher. Lanham: Lexington Books,

Wakin, Malham M. Professional Integrity. Alice McDermott Memorial Lecture in Applied Ethics No.


2003.


Washington, Ollie, Jr. The Legal and Ethical Implications of Information Operations. Strategy
Research Project. Carlisle Barracks: U.S. Army War College, 10 April 2001. 20pp. (AD-A390-
619) Also available from <http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA390619>. Internet. Accessed 7 Feb-
uary 2003.

Weaver, Frank B. General Creighton Abrams: Ethical Leadership at the Strategic Level. Strategy
Research Project. Carlisle Barracks: U.S. Army War College, 1 April 1999. 31pp. (AD-A363-
255) Also available from <http://handle.dtic.mil/100.2/ADA363255>. Internet. Accessed 7 Feb-
uary 2003.

Webber, Thomas B. Navy Core Values: Curriculum for Transformation. Research Paper. Monterey:

Weigel, George. Tranquillitas Ordinis: The Present Failure and Future Promise of American Catholic
.P43W45 1987)

539pp. (B105 .W3E53 1996)


**Videorecording**


**Periodical Articles**


Lance, David R. "Marine Corps Values Program in 2001: Where Are We Now?" Marine Corps Gazette 85 (September 2001): 61-64.


Lehmami, Gary C. "Moral and Ethical Leadership Responsibilities: Where Do We Stand?" Marine Corps Gazette 84 (June 2000): 34-35.


Pinto, Michael J. "Values-Based Training Creates High Expectations from New Soldiers." Interview by Dennis Steele. *Army* 48 (December 1998): 43-44.
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Rue, Bob. "Values-Based Leadership: Determining Our Personal Values." Program Manager 30 (July-August 2001): 12-16.


Weinberger, Caspar W. "When Can We Target the Leaders?" Strategic Review 29 (Spring 2001): 21-24.


White, Jerry E. "Personal Ethics versus Professional Ethics." Airpower Journal 10 (Summer 1996): 30-34.


Wilson, Jeffrey S. "Army Values and a Rope with Three Cords." Military Review 80 (January-February 2000): 63-68.


**Internet Sites**


  An organization of military professionals, academics, and others formed to discuss ethical issues relevant to the military, the JSCOPE meets each year in late January. This site provides access to recent JSCOPE papers and case studies.


  Includes electronic version of the *Little Blue Book*, as well as other official documents pertaining to the Core Values initiative.

  Includes information about the DoD Standards of Conduct Office, Joint Ethics Regulation 5500.7-R, ethics training materials, ethics laws and references, and links to other ethics sites.

  Part of the U.S. Air War College's Gateway to Internet Resources.
BUSINESS

Books and Documents


Internet Site


A nonprofit, nonpartisan educational organization whose mission is "to be a leader and catalyst in fostering ethical practices in individuals and institutions."

Periodical Articles


Snell, Robin S. "Complementing Kohlberg: Mapping the Ethical Reasoning Used by Managers for Their Own Dilemma Cases." Human Relations 49 (January 1996): 23-49. (ProQuest)


GOVERNMENTAL AND POLITICAL

Books, Documents, and Internet Resources


Periodical Articles


Internet Site


Access to data about OGE and the services it provides. Also includes information about its ethics program and copies of publications that have been developed for training, educational, and reference purposes.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Books and Documents


Videorecording


MG Graves, former USAWC Commandant, leads an involved discussion on ethics with the Great Decisions group. Covers definition, boundaries, international applications and historical examples.

OTHER BIBLIOGRAPHIES


